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Open

meeting with Trustees to address issue of apartheid
along with seniors Ann Davies, Rick Kessler
and Michael Pierce, organized the event, the
purpose of the meeting is to discuss Kenyon's
investment
policy in South Africa, how
Trustee decisions are made, determine what
"positive initiatives Kenyon can make in
destroying apartheid" and how to "create a
positive relationship with blacks in South
Africa" possibly a student exchange program with both whites and blacks in South
Africa.
Singer stresses that another objective of
the meeting is that of improving student en- -

Mario Oliverio, II

By

students have organized with Presi-.n- t
Jordan, Jr. an open meeting
:h members of the Board of Trustees in
jer to discuss Kenyon's
policies toward
jih Africa and apartheid. The meeting is
::ake place in Rosse Hall on Thursday April
j, at 8:00 p.m.; it is open to all students as
as citizens of Gambier. Political Science
rfessor Richard Melanson has been chosen
.:he moderator of the meeting.
According to junior Paul Singer, who.
Four
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V.P.

for Finance replacement chosen
By

Todd Van Fossen

academic year comes to an end,
gearing up for staff changes within
i College's Finance Division.
Samuel Lord, the current Vice President for
nance at Kenyon, has announced his retire-:n- i
d
effective June 30 of this year. His
y
successor is Joseph G. Nelson,
the Comptroller of the College. He will
iiume his new position as Vice President for
r
ance on July 1, 1987.
Nelson was appointed as Vice President for
lance following a nationwide search for
;didates to fill the position. The search
;;an last July and was conducted by a com-"!e- e
consisting of President Philip H. Jor-''- Jr. and the Budget Committee of the
'lege Board of Trustees. From the field of
ir.didates, four finalists were called for
interviews and Nelson was then seated for the position by a unanimous vote
As

According to Leonard and Nelson, there
are no plans for major policy changes in the
Finance Division. The immediate emphasis is
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thusiasm over the issue of South Africa. "The
previous
South
mood of students at
African lectures appeared lackadaisical and
powerless," states Singer: "Students feel they
have no input and thus don't care about the
debate." He feels this open meeting with the
Board will make students "feel more empowered and take discussions more seriously."
Kenyon may be invested in South Africa in
way. The College's money is
a round-abou- t
in what is called the "Common Fund." The
Common Fund takes Kenyon's money and
pools it with the money from other small colleges. The total is then invested in various investment packages. One of these packages is
a "South Africa free" investment portfolio,
which allows for no investment in companies
having significant holdings in South Africa.
To this point, Kenyon has chosen not to be
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Comptroller Joseph G. Nelson
achieving a smooth transition, and,
according to Nelson, the promotions provide
an "opportunity to both continue and add to
the success of Kenyon."
on

Comptroller

will be
the Senior Account-''- .
search is now being
to fill her post, with
- application
deadline for candidates set at
'jy 15. The College hopes to complete its
hunting staff by July 1, 1987, the begin-"- l
of the budgetary fiscal year. The
distant Comptroller position will continue
be staffed
by Chloe Lowery.
iri
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Student Council
election results
President: Christopher Barnes
Treasurer: William O'Hearn
Secretary: Hannah Mason

Vice

run-of- f
election will be held
between presidential candidates

A

Kent Karosen
and
Dan Rudmann
today and tomorrow.

The Kenyon administration has announced
that the total cost for the 1987-8- 8 academic
year will be approximately $13,900. This
from this
amount is an increase of 6.0
year's total cost.
Tuition will increase 6.4, room will inand
crease 2.2, board will increase 6.0

9.6;
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Students face higher fees next year
By Margaret

--

included in this particular option.
Singer emphasizes the importance of the
open meeting due to the fact that neither the
Board of Trustees nor the four students
themselves are unified as to what exactly they
want done with the investments. Singer encourages all community members "to attend
the meeting no matter what their opinion on
the issue is because the decision will affect the
College."
Kessler cites that this meeting involves
more than just the South African debate:
"This is a chance for students to interact with
the Board of Trustees on more than just a
social level." Kessler feels it important to "institutionalize" the meeting between the
students and the Board members. For instance, a topic suggested for a possible

these inhealth costs will increase
creases, combined as percentages of the total
cost, account for the 6.0 increase.
According to President Jordan, the increase this year is a smaller increase than it
has been in past years. The total percentage
increase has steadily declined since the 1982
increase of 13.7. Since then, the only increase that has exceed that of a previous
which
year's was last year's increase of 8.7
was due to the construction of the Olin
Library.

Kenyon's increase in tuition is greater man
the inflation rate for several reasons. Jordan
claims that the increase will help to pay "competitive salaries for faculty," to provide a
competitive amount of financial aid and to
enhance the programs at Kenyon. In general,
the costs of goods and services for higher
education are higher than goods indexed in
the Consumer Price Index.
Jordan insists that the Kenyon Community
will see direct results due to the increase.
There will be two new tenured faculty positions, one in the Mathematics Department,
the other in the AnthropologySociology
Department. Staff additions to the Career
Development Center will also be made possible. The CDC will have one additional professional staff member as well as another
support staff member. Jordan states that
these additions will bring "higher quality" of
eight
see FKK
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Straus, McGarry to leave Kenyon, admissions
n.-

t

By

Pamela Goodell

As this year comes to a close, the College
will be saying an unfortunate
good-by- e
to two admissions staffers and
former Kenyon students: Kim Straus and
Peter McGarry. Both Straus (76) and
McGarry ('85) have decided to move on to
personal endeavors. Straus has been with the
Admissions Office for six years, and
McGarry for two years. According to John
Anderson, Dean of Admissions, the two are
a part of a "marvelous staff and will be

"

community

"hard to replace."
The general reason that Kenyon graduates
return to work at the College is not that "they
want this type of work, but that they have a
strong affection for the College. It's a good
experience," explains Anderson. This sentiment is echoed by McGarry; an English ma- -
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Admissions sniffers Peter McGarry unci Kim Straus

jor, he returned to Kenyon because of his
"friendships with the College including the
student body, faculty and admissions staff
and a belief in Kenyon."
The reasons both have behind their deci

sions to leave are very similar. Straus has a
desire to return home to the Southwest and
pursue a career in a secondary school administration position, college admissions or in
see
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A chance for dialogue
Something rare is going to happen. While at other schools students build
shanty towns and occupy administration buildings to protest investments in
South Africa, at Kenyon next Thursday members of the Board of Trustees,
faculty and students will engage in an open forum on the subject. Hopefully,
this forum will provide an opportunity for substantive, constructive dialogue
concerning the College's social and financial responsibilities ('or details see
si orr on page one). Let us not dismiss the magnitude of this event.
Though students were the initiators of this South African forum, President
Jordan, the Senior Staff, Chaplain Foster and a host of other College officials
have not only been receptive to the forum, but also have been very supportive.
It is encouraging to find that the College adminstration welcomes and actively
promotes initiatives like this from students. We are not expected to be passive
students accepting of administrative policies and practices. The South African
forum serves as evidence of this.
Not only is the South African forum a place to discuss disinvestment and
divestment, but it is also a place to consider positive measures the school can
take to combat apartheid, such as exchange and educational programs. The
College needs the resources of its students to create and implement these constructive programs.
More evidence of the College's openness to student and faculty initiatives is
the Task Force on Cultural Diversity. This Task Force, mainly composed of
students and faculty, has made a report of recommendations to President Jordan and the community in order to increase the heterogeneity of Kenyon. This
report was not generated outside of student consideration; it is not something
being imposed upon us. It is no coincidence that a forum with Trustees concerning cultural diversity is being considered for Autumn of this year.
We only hope that open meetings with Trustees become institutionalized as
of increasing not only student and faculty interaction with the Board,
but also student and faculty participation in the governing of the College.
a way
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PjBAU, EVEN COPS CAN'T "TEIA- THE READERS WRITE

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be signed a::
typed, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining:1
original intent of the submission.

Student disputes ARA's concern

to go into the kitchen ana in enect reorder to get any food.
I realize that these things may seem mir:
but then, don't ask for much. I hae. p
haps, kept my mouth shut too often wrr
'
have seen something wrong.
I'd really like to believe that ARA is tr;
to serve the needs and answer the concern
individual students. But my own expen.
runs contrary to this. In my mind, AR
credibility has been destroyed by this and
the employee scandal of a month ago.

To the Editors:
ARA cares about the individual concerns
of students? ARA does something about
them? Where? Where? I'll have to eat there
sometime.

1

It's certainly not in the regular dining halls.
If it is, then why did Peirce leave its windows
open all winter, even though I repeatedly asked
the workers to close them? And why, even
though I told them at the beginning of the
year that I was allergic to dairy products,
does Gund not infrequently run a lunch with
every entree covered with cheese? am forced

Sinderely,
Daniel H. Chadwick
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Ohio University
Master of Business
Administration Degree
M BA graduates must know how to manage people: That Is the
philosophy of Ohio University's master's in business
administration program. Our curriculum is based on recent
studies Identifying the skills that distinguish the best managers.
At the center of the program is a year-loncase course that
provides experience in working with other people, determining
business policies and strategies, and analyzing and solving
business problems. The program includes strong emphasis on
leadership and communication skills that all good managers
must have. M.BA. candidates receive Instruction, practice and
feedback in these important aspects of managerial behavior.
Application of knowledge In the functional areas of business is
also woven Into the curriculum.
For additional information about the Ohio University M.BA. or
about our graduates, please contact:
Director. Graduate Programs
College of Business Administration
106 Copeland Hall
Ohio University
Athens. Ohio 45701
Telephone: 614593-200g

IT'S A GOOD TIME
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FOR THE GREAT TASTE
Tuesday night

is

KENYONITE
at McDonalds
300 hamburgers (limit 10), 8 p.m.
at 1059 Coshocton Rd. Restaurant, ONLY.
4--
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Owned and operated by Joe and Krys Morlellaro
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Bennett avoids controversy
By

rate from what is not . . and to teach
disesteem for what is cheap, trashy and impermanent". Hinting at a strong theme of recent months, Bennett said that, sadly, "too
many institutions have forgotten that pur-

Paul Singer

States Secretary
of Education
J. Bennett came to Kenyon last
Thursday to share his thoughts on "Higher
L'nited

William

Education

and Character

pose."

Washington"

in

near-capaci-
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Bennett

had in fact prepared two lectures

rkation, and dealt primarily with the
T.eria that a liberal
arts education must
'.Kill to be worth its increasingly
high cost.
Primarily, Bennett said, a strong education
ust
teach "the three C's: content
hracter, and choice." In other words,
Viliam James' this time, Bennett maintained
at the effect of a good liberal
arts educa-?- n
is to help you distinguish what is first
--

Braden,
By

Ol' Philander

graduate

and

By

Thomas Klein

Sometimes it is best to revert to a subject which has no bearing on the present, such as
ancient history. I understand this at times has been the practice of Russian writers, to
avoid censure from the censurers. Thus, in this article I would like to discuss several of
the defunct schools of Gambier.
Most people, including myself, and even those who are familiar with Kenyon, probably do not know too much about the Kenyon Military Academy (KMA). Well, take
your mind off that acquaintance of yours w ho has decided the easy way to build up their
private library is to photocopy all the books in Olin library and has already spent $150
on War and Peace, and read on.
No trace of KMA remains, as it was typically destroyed by fire eighty years ago, but at
one lime it was considered a thriving institution, completely separate from the College.
Its heyday ran from
and in 1891 its enrollment was triple that of Kenyon's,
134 to 43. The Academy's athletic facilities were better than the College's, and its teams
consistently were victorious. Tuition was cheaper than Kenyon's, and its course offerand scientific.
ings were solid: classical,
It is no wonder that the main Academy building was burned down; torched, no
doubt, by jealous Kenyon classics professors. Discipline at KMA was, however, much
more stiff than at the College, for infractions included "pants turned up, dirty belts,
spitting in ranks, turning head, lifting arm, laughing, chuckling, smiling, smirking, et
cetera." The foundations of some of the KMA's buildings Old Milnor Hall, the Drill
Hall, and the horse barn may be found below the Bexley Apts and near Biology Pond,
so called for its tendency to grow things.

students,

"where the action is." Bennett said he was
twice commended for his "sacrifice"
teaching freshmen. But he feels this was
no sacrifice at all. "Freshmen have all
kinds of wild ideas . . . like that all values are
relative," Bennett said with a chuckle. Those
classes are the ones he says are most exciting,
where the most real learning goes on.
When asked his views on the future of
federal financial aid programs, Bennett's
answer struck a far more cautious tone than
public utterances. Having
his previous
created quite an uproar a few years ago by
saying that financial aid programs should be
cut and that students "should be divested of
their stereos and trips to the beach" to pay
their tuition, he now merely proposes "a
simpler system where the poor get grants and
get loans." Such loans would be
the
rate." That
repayed at an "income-contingewould mean that someone graduating into a
g
job would repay a little at a time
over a long period, while "if you have learned
true wisdom you go into insider trading,
make $6 million your first day and pay back
the whole thing
Bennett steered clear of controversy on all
points. When asked by a Mount Vernon
not-po-

nhe occasion, and decided, he said, to pres-- a
both of them. The first was on higher

s,

re

upperclassmen
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Bennett has recently attacked American
universities for continued
an
issue he touched on only briefly at Kenyon.
During a
press conference, Bennett noted that America spends "$1 12 billion
a year on higher education," but the education we receive is "less premium than it used
to be."
The most obvious indicator of the drop in
quality, Bennett said, is that "students and
faculty feel they do not have serious business
together." Part of this feeling grows out of an
increased
institutional stress on faculty
publication. The consequence is that professors are more interested in working with

Rosse Hall audience.
Many were certainly lured to Bennett's
his reputation as one who has used his
iffke as a "bully pulpit" (in the words of
Ssnvon President Philip H. Jordan, Jr.) and
caustic remarks have
ihose sometimes
much controversy on university carries across the country. Those who came
:pecting such fireworks must have been sur
ged (and perhaps disappointed) by the
rntertaining yet innocuous remarks that Ben-t- a
delivered.
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Novak clash in 'Crossfire'

Paul Singer

by a response, a rebuttal, a defense and a second rebuttal before general haggling enand
sued. Student Lectureships
moderator Joe Lipscomb handled the unenviable task of restoring order.
atmosphere, .the
In this
keystones of extreme liberal and extreme
conservative thought were clearly displayed,
though their intellectual foundations were
often obscured. Braden, for example, plainly
asserted that an American invasion of Nicaragua "would serve no possible geographical
or political interests", while Novak countered
that if unchecked, "the Sandinistas will overrun the entire Central American mainland to
Mexico." Similarly, for Braden, the Reagan
Administration's policy of "constructive
engagement" with the South African regime
is a case of America "propping up a fascist
government" while Novak sees it as preventing the "black, racist, communist regime"
that would result if the African National
Congress were to take power.
If political reality lies in the subtle nuances
of diplomacy and strategy, then political debate
as exemplified by these two masters of the
craft, apparently lies in the careening
blunderbuss of oratory barnstorming. That
Co-Cha-

Robert Novak and Tom Braden
sk the Rosse Hall stage Sunday night, a full
ause eagerly awaited the eloquence and ardor
ad: hubris and hubbub) for which the
iidem is so well known. The two revered
;cal commentators wasted no time in ?
that order, firing volleys of stinging
aoric and sarcastic aspersions through an
ening
of thoroughly enjoyable political
eater. Clearly, these gentlemen are masters
the art
of verbal parry and thrust, and if,
'he end, they had won no new converts to
particular party lines, everyone could
the theatre with a smirk, recalling the
"'iiging of a
favorite political opponent.
The format
of the debate was such as to
the broadest range of discussion, but at
ksame time it seemed to confine the
to buzzwords and party lines on each
!0Pic.
Five questions were posed by a panel
!'four students (senior Ann Davies, junior
Moon, senior Robin Zapler and this
iuthor), and five more were fielded from the
'"fence, ranging in subject from affirm-a'v'- e
action to arms control to U.S. policy
"South Africa and Nicaragua. Each panel
tetion was followed rather conscientiously
When
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Harcourt Place School for Girls

There have also been two prep schools in Gambier, one for each sex, called the Harcourt Place School for Boys, and, not surprisingly, the Harcourt Place School for Girls.
They did not exist at the same time, however, as the former led into the latter. The boys'
school, founded in 1852, by all appearances was an upright institution, for each pupil
was requested to provide only the moral materials of "one Bible, one napkin holder, one
umbrella, two pillow cases, three sheets, six towels and six table napkins, all clearly
marked." Duck shoes were optional. Students were evaluated on the basis of Scholarship and DEPORTMENT, an item that was sadly lacking in my own elementary education.
In 1885 the boy's school was forgotten by its board of regents and so in a flashy move
of publicity suddenly became the Harcourt Place School and Seminary for Girls
(HPSG). Lewis and Delano Halls were built in the location where Lewis and Norton
now stand, and were much nicer than the current dorms. Students went to teas, concerts, plays, dances and lectures performed by Kenyon faculty. Like the Kenyon
Military Academy its athletic teams often beat Kenyon, especially in women's tennis.
The Big Depression proved its demise, and in 1936 Kenyon eagerly purchased the HPSG
grounds to prevent the rebirth of any more rival athletic teams.
Now I could discuss the differences in tuition of the schools; how the KMA only cost
$400 with better food than the HPSG, which had a tuition of $600, but that at KMA
you had to get up at five to polish your teeth and brush your shoes; yet if I did I would
be telling facts that I made up myself. Thus, I think it is only right to thank those of you
who have read this whole piece of ponderous prose on a dry subject, or even those who
skipped the main body of it, or who are just reading this paragraph by accident: thanks.
As fishermen always say, "Brevity is the sole of wit."
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KCDC's 'Ring Round the Moon' closes to mixed review
"Ring Round the Moon," a comedy by
French playwright Jean Anouilh, showed this
past weekend at Bolton Theatre. It is an
amusing, if slightly predictable play, complete with identical twins and mistaken identities. An intricate comedy of errors, the
play is a talc of the naive Frederic and his
devilish twin brother Hugo. Frederic is in
love and is engaged to the spoiled and
wealthy Diana, who, in turn, loves Hugo; yet
Hugo scorns her in spite of the fact that he
loves her. Hnter lsabelle, a poor and innocent
dancer, who, due to the manipulations of
Hugo, immediately takes Diana's place as the
belle of the ball. The stage is thus set for an
evening of chaotic imbroglio that ends with
the union of Frederic and lsabelle, and Hugo
and Diana. It is a typically happy ending that
is, unfortunately, a bit too typical and a bit
too happy.
Chris Eigeman, who played the parts of

both Hugo and his twin brother Frederic,
skillfully endowed each with his own distinct
personality and appearance so that the audience had no trouble distinguishing between
the two. Since both the brothers could never
be seen on stage at once, this did get a bit harried at times, and there was a great deal of
rushing to and fro. There was absolutely no
need, however, for the use of a second actor
to play the part of Hugo at brief moments
during the ball; this detracted from the
believability of the character as well as from
the scene as a whole. In spite of this, Hugo is
by far one of the most developed characters
in the play; perhaps this is why Eigemann was
more successful as Hugo than as Frederic. Or
perhaps it is just too much to ask of one actor
to keep switching roles so drastically; for
while the brothers are twins, they have antithetical personalities.
While Jennifer Lister tended to overact as
Messerschmanns'
mistress, Charles Taylor

First Step offers peer counseling
First Step is Kenyon's student-ru"hot
line." Its purpose is to offer confidential support, information and a welcome ear to
anyone who "just wants to talk to someone
else." It is not psychiatric care, but rather
trained "peer counseling;" that is, students
are trained to listen, help the caller identify
problems and possible solutions, and offer information on where further help is available.
The focal points of First Step's work arc
the anonymity and confidentiality that guide
every conversation in which they engage.
"Steppers' " names are not made public, nor
is the location of the office, nor is the infor
mation exchanged in any call. Callers' names
are not asked, and the only records made are
notes the Stepper may take for reference later
in the conversation or for future analysis of
n

hisher performance.
The Steppers themselves are trained via a
series of initial applications and interviews
followed by a weekend retreat that entails intensive "listening skills" training as well as informational sessions and practice calls ("role
plays"). While some of this training draws on
the experience of Health and Counseling
Center personnel, those people are simply
resources for the organization, hirst Step is
entirely student run.
In some ways, this independence is a mixed
blessing. On the one hand, callers need not
fear retribution from the administration for
things they say to First Step. On the other
hand, it is possible that the respect or
credibility given to faculty- - or administration-run
groups is not extended to
a student-ru- n
group. Indeed, Steppers are
not professional
psychologists,
but then,
they're not supposed to be.
Similarly, there is a perennial discussion
about the pros and cons of maintaining the
anonymity of the First Step staff. Are people
more likely to call if they know and trust the
staff members, or less likely to call for fear of
.being recognized? The general rule for such

hotlines has been to stick with anonymity,
and First Step has chosen to continue this
tradition. The general feeling is that Kenyon
students are less likely to talk to a student
they know or know of, and the discomfort
would be worsened by then seeing that
listener around campus.
Though it seems that these are "damned if
you do, damned if you don't" situations.
First Step's volume of business has increased
significantly in recent years. Far more people
have called First Step seeking support, information and conversation this year than last.
First Step has an increasingly strong reputation on campus and is involved in more campus outreach than in previous years (for instance. First Step
this week's
AIDS Awareness program).
Still, the hotline doesn't get as much use as
First Step's organizers would like. Much of
the reason, they believe, is the serious lack of
private telephones on campus. There are simply too few places to have a confidential
telephone conversation without having an entire wing listen in.
co-sponso-

red

To address this concern. First Step has
e
publicized private or
telephones
where callers may feel less inhibited. Some of
these are: the Black Student Union on Peirce
Hall's second floor; Peirce basement, at the
opposite end of the hallway that leads to the
Shoppes; to the right of the Gund dining hall
food lines; and in basements of various
academic buildings. These phones are all
available during First Steps hours, and are
likely to be out of the way and fairly private
at those times.
First Step's hours of operation are 10-- 1
wceknights and
Fri. & Sat. nights;
the PBX is 2626.
The author was a member of First Step
during the 1985-8- 6
school year. He left the
organization when he temporarily withdrew
from the college last spring.)

played the part of Messerchmann
Diana's
father brilliantly. One might be tempted to
wonder a bit at the inconsistencies within his
character. First, he cannot believe that
money does not mean much to lsabelle, who
has none; and the next minute he is attempting to ruin himself financially. Yet Taylor
made the part of the "melancholy millionaire" completely believable, and his
became one of the more entertaining characters.
His daughter, Diana, was also played
wonderfully by Liv Grey. She is the spoiled
millionaire who runs to daddy to fulfill her
every w him, and the scenes where father and
daughter interact were among the funniest.
Caroline Clark was more than adequate as
lsabelle, although she lacked the energy of
Grey as Diana. The confrontation between
the two girls seemed stilted and unrealistic;
at one minute they are almost communicating as friends and the next they are
battling it out on the floor.
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it was most needed.

In general, the play moved sporadic
with extremely funny scenes interspersed
slower parts that tended to drag on a bit.T
ending was especially lacking in humors-witas everything is wrapped up a bit::
smoothly and predictably. Old Aunt ft
mortes played matchmaker to the young cc.
les, and there was never any doubt a
who will end up with whom. Because of::
the final scene was rather lifeless and i
is a shame, since the overall piay was q
the opposite.
,

Films compete in Kenyon Festival
By David Seed

The Kenyon Film Festival (KFF) offers a broad program of films made by indetxr,
dent film makers. This weekend is KFF's 21st season and, according to Bruce Krame:
plans are well under way. The films are presented at 8 p.m. on Friday, Saturdays.-- ;
Sunday evenings in the Olin Auditorium. The program features four differer
categories of films: narrative, animated, documentary and experimental and apprcv
imately 30 films will be presented. KFF's directors, Lisa Wilson, Guy Holmes ar;
Kramer, have funded the weekend performances through funds from Student Coun;."
and entrance fees.
The films will be judged by Martin Garhart and Hideki Kihata, and the best film
be awarded a prize. The other goal of the festival is to offer the audience an opportun;:;.
to refine their awareness of the current cinema as art. Some of the many films inch.;;
Two Soldiers, an adaptation of William Faulkner's short story set in Pearl Harbor doling World War 11. On Conflict is a series of drawings and sketches
that condemns it;
warlike characteristics of human nature. Singing Streams is a documentary in video th
shows the black musical tradition in the south.

Music
New U2 is adequate but artsy
By Moses

semi-privat-

10-1:3-

Katherine Frankfurt was also very
Madame Desmortes; she is quite p
crochety old lady, who like Hugo, mustfi-heown entertainent. However, it was Der,
Miller, as Isabelle's mother, who really stc
the show. Miller was perfect as the interfer-anoverbearing mother; she added ene-- ;
and vitality to the play just at the

and Jason

Quite frankly, Kenyonites, The Joshua Tree by U2 is the best album we hae
since Abbey Road. This is not to say that we like the music, which is at best aJe
Au contraire. Bob. We feel that the brilliance of The Joshua Tree lies instead ir
morally transcendent graphic design. To be certain, a very good album cover
from these four Irish lads. Since their inception. U2 has consistently p:
to be one of the most visually arresting bands of the 80s. Take, for example, the
album. With its clever juxtaposition of the wan, innocent child and the blood red k
it clearly established U2 as a leader in the field of album cover
art.
This position is solidified by The Joshua Tree in which U2 surpasses past glonv
carries rock into previously unknown areas, namely the American desert. Fir-:- .
would like to commend Steve Averill for his simple but elegant layout. He has c:
an overall package which is meaningful on many different levels. For example, o '
bonus insert poster, U2 seems to be making a fashion statement for 19S7. The h:
standing in such a way that two members with long hair are between the two with
hair. We interpret this to mean that long hair is "in" and short hair is "out."T!:
courageous stand for a band once associated with the British new wave moxemc"
make and should be recognized as such.
The album can be viewed in a religious context too. particularly its inner cover.
with his long hair, white shirt, and triste eyes, can be described as a 20th century C
figure. Seen in this light, Larry Mullens assumes the role of the Roman Cenu:
Adam Clayton, with his steely cold eyes and bare chest becomes a modern Fv
Pilate; the Edge rounds the cast off as a bedragled John the Baptist. FinalK,
Joshua Tree, conspicuously placed in the middle between Bono (Christ) and A.
Clayton (Pontius Pilate) represents the grim crucifix. This religious theme is com;:
in Averill's marvelous use of color. Utilizing black and gold, lie not only displays bi
hard loyally to the Boston Bruins, but also enhances the pious mood of the scene v
ly portrayed on the inner cover. Black metaphysically
represents the guilt as-with original sin, while the gold relates to the majesty of Christ's regal sacrifice oi:
cross for the forgiveness of sin and the salvation of humanity. Amen.
i-une-
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Irchbishop Huddleston urges for end to apartheid now
APR.
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Great Britain, visited Kenyon last
giving a talk entitled, "Change for a
age." Presently the Chairperson of the
;rnational Defense and Aid Fund, Hud-aheld the post of Archbishop in
area now known as Soweto for 12 years
nning in 1943. Drawing upon both his
experiences as a naturalized citizen of
,;h Africa and his current
involvement,
bishop was very forthcoming in admit-- :
hat he is "totally and absolutely nre- :.ed on the subject of apartheid." He
d emphatically that the only purpose of
ling about apartheid is to determine how
iav be abolished in the shortest possible
n in

terfering
I

t-u-

irchbisnop i revor Huddleston, a promi- figure in the
movement
over 40 years and president of that move- -

is Denise

nday

energy

e Points

m

adically,
sed with

:

bit. The

nor

and
bit too
int
Des-coup--
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as to
'

of this,

id dull;

presented the apartheid system
Africa as unique among the nations
he world because it involves "the whole
:ic of society for a whole nation (being)
;d upon one single determinant, which is
:;."ln his deliverance of a short historical
;ruew of the changes which have taken
;;e in the apartheid system,
Huddleston
Ksed that apartheid did exist in South
...:a before the. Nationalists came to yyj
power
huddleston

as quite

South

Sculptures,

saw the last Olin Gallery show of
or Exercises, then you have already been
oled by the work of Nicholas
Moore,
:rkia Abt and Kate Kenyon. If not, visit
?r studios soon because not only has the
::k been
taken down, but it is selling at a
akneck speed. And, it is certainly no
--

you

der.

only sculptures in exhibit were Nick
we's giant metal creations. Though they

Hie

of heavy scrap metal, Moore
to capture motion and, in the one
re, which everyone is referring to as "the
Veven the potential for flight. It is evi
:

made

;

ages

dent Lby walking all the way around each
work that one key technique in creating the
illusion of movement is the use of negative
space. Balance, placement and the ways the
separate components of each sculpture are
bent also contribute to the "life" of Moore's
work. And, indeed these figures do seem to
come alive before the viewer. This is partly a
result of their size; you do not simply view
these sculptures, you confront them. They invade your space to a certain extent, and in
that sense you interact with them.
No less dynamic than Moore's sculptures
are his charcoal drawings. He also studies
movement through these works, but by different means. In this two dimensional

Though he pointed out that many governments, including his own, argue that sanctions should only be imposed during a war,
Huddleston called it our responsibility to
withdraw all investments and break off those
economic agreements which might be sustaining this system of racial oppression. To
this end he suggested a particular kind of
divestment utilizing a maximum amount of
consultation with black unions. Although
they were not finally successful in
their attempt to promote talks between the
Botha government and the major opposition
groups, Huddleston sees the efforts of the
Commonwealth delegation which visited
South Africa for six months last year as the
present starting point for action.
A major obstacle to this kind of round table
talks is, the bishop stated, the basic falacy
that the black majority is incapable of
magnanimity. Drawing upon recent African
history however, the Bishop noted that no
one attending the Langster House conference
held in Rhodesia eight years ago anticipated
.

of Cod. Directed by Norman Jewison.
"J!es. Starring Jane Fonda, Anne
d
Meg Tilly. 1985.
Ban-':an-

lines of Cod. Whew! Hold on to your
' !s! Grab your Bible or your copy of Dar- Origin of Species, because whether
- re a believer or not, Agnes
of Cod is go-n- o
add a whole new twist to your concep- - of spirituality. The plot is centered on
: murder
of a baby, whose mother is Sister
a nun in an abbey in Quebec. The
has been found dead in a trash can,
r'iy after its birth. No one knows who the
"'derer is, nor do we know who is the
"?r of the baby. Jane Fonda, a psychiatrist
Dr. Livingstone, is appointed by a
Jl to investigate the case. Through
Sister Agnes, she comes to think
this innocent, child-lik- e
nun is insane,
the cause of her pregnancy was rape.
' ;ng
the way to solving this case, Dr.
has to confront her past as a
:holic turned agnostic, her disavowal of
Church, and the condition of her sister,
a nun who has been
deemed insane and
fined to an institution.
Another conflict in the movie is that
n
Livingstone and Anne Bancroft, the
:iher superior of the abbey. The conflict
!een Bancroft and Fonda neatly stirs up

medium he fills either a certain portion of the
plane with a figure or, in the case of The
Bark, the entire plane is filled with the figure
so that it appears ready to burst out of the
frame. Line also decides how much energy
we see in Moore's drawings. For instance in
Tether Tension he uses more violent lines
than he does in Pending Emergence. The
result is that Tether Tension is more stirring
than Pending Emergence, which, while it
creates a certain amount of anticipation and
even anxiety, is still for the most part serene.
The next artist, Patty Abt, exhibited a
variety of works done in oil on wood, acrylic
on canvas, a collage and one monoprint,
always blending rich earth tones and solving

the age old conflict between reason and faith.
The two women do relate though, and
through this they are both prompted to introspection and reflection on their respective
pasts.
Agnes of God is a fascinating film. Some
may find it chilling, others horrifying. Undoubtedly, this movie is disconcerting. How-

by which whites were given 20 seats in parliament for a period of ten years.

While strongly declaring the need for sanctions in order to divert "the worst bloodbath
since World War II," the bishop pointed out
:
th
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learning.

He
the

feels schools should teach children
"real meaning" of apartheid and called upon
colleges and universities
to implement
scholarship
programs for South African
students. South Africa, he stated, will need
educated leaders to create a "new state
without institutionalized racism." He sees the
issue in front of the international community as not which outside pressure
will affect change, but that its
ab-scen-

ever,

the terrific

acting,

Down and Out in Beverly Hills. Directed by
Paul Mazursky. Starring Nick Nolte, Bette
Midler and Richard Dreyfuss. 103 minutes.
1986.

awesome

Down and Out in Beverly Hills was one of
the funniest and most successful films of
1986. Loosely based on the French film

cinematography, and unique story definitely
make this movie worth the lost peace of
mind. Fred Richardson

)'

ses-wi- th

Never Give a Sucker an Even Break
a Sucker an Even Break.
Directed by Edward Cline. Starring W.C.
Fields. 1941. Black and white. 71 minutes.

Never Give

31

: 1

Liv-i'lo-

c

o

be-ee-

ne

.

Never Give a Sucker an Even Break, which
was originally written by W.C. Fields on the
back of three envelopes, is one of Fields' better movies. Fields plays himself in two different characters both who maintain the
same similar characteristics. Fields tries to
sell a ridiculous film, in which he stars, to a
movie studio. In the film within the film, he
plays the main character who jumps out of
an airplane in order to retrieve a whiskey bottle that was accidently knocked out of the

airplane's window. Fields lands on a mountain retreat and soon discovers an attractive
young lady who has never seen a man before.
Fields quickly teaches the innocent girl the
rules and purpose of the game "Post Office."
Another more memorable moment is when
Fields wrongly believes that a woman is pregnant and "drives" her to the hospital. This is
not his very best movie, but where else can
you see the famous W.C. Fields starring in
two movies within the same movie. Come
join the Kenyon Film Society in viewing this
comic classic and find out if his wild movie
will be bought by the film company. Brian

Lexvold

ce

defers change. The liberation
fight will not be won by any outside influence, he stated, but it can be Dushed
more quickly towards a resolution bv outside
efforts

the problems of division and balance of a picture plane by strategically placing geometric
shapes about the surface.
Her largest and most formally sound work,
Trio of Spirits serves as a model for discussing her technique and style in general. The
viewer stares at the painting trying to figure
out what allows for the balance that Abt
achieves since the most striking part of the
piece is the big brownish square in the left
half of the canvas. Eventually, one disovers
that the white arc on the right side is the
answer to this question.
If light is the problem in Resolve Light and
Much More then the white rectangle just
see SENIOR pane eight

Down and Out in Beverly Hills

'--

---

that it would end in independence for that
nation. He does not consider it unrealistic to
think that an agreement could be reached
which would protect the white minority,
referring both to the past records of the
African
National Congress and Nelson
Mandella, as well as the Rhodesian accord,

Films

Agnes of God
"

enthusiasm without knowledge of the facts.
Using these principles as a springboard. Hud
dleston has called for United Nations supported economic sanctions against the Botha
regime.

paintings, drawings 'impressive' in final Senior Exercise

Zanlpr
Bv
By Robin
Robin R. Zapler
If

...
in
lOdS h,,t
in 1948.
but it was nnt inctlini:nnni:,j
iiioiiiuuuimuu, i lie
Native Land Act, enacted in 1913, legally
segregated South Africa. Blacks who represented 80
of the population were placed
on 13
of the land.
The final key move toward the entrenchment of the apartheid system, Huddleston
declared, came only three years ago with the
ratification of the new constitution under
which colored, Asian and white members of
parliament were each given their own
chambers, again to the exclusion of the
blacks. Interestingly, he also saw this change
as speeding the inevitable end of apartheid as
it represents a closure to the process
of inclusion into the political system which the majority cannot accept.
The bishop also cited the seven month old
state of emergency under which no soldier or
policeman may be held responsible in a court
of law for murder and as many as 4,000
children between the ages of 8 and II have
been detained, as an example of the far ranging effects of the constitution.
While Huddleston is a definite proponent
of action against the apartheid system, he
stressed the need for any action to be "informed." He feels that action of some kind is
unavoidable for Christians if they believe
what they profess; any assault on human
dignity is blasphemy,
nc cautions
ycl he
tauuons against
u.auciny, yet

Boudu Saved From Drowning, this Paul
Mazursky effort provides unlimited enterain-men- t.
Richard Dreyfuss and Bette Midler star as
Dave and Barbara Whiteman, the quint-

essential

Beverly

Hills

couple.

Dave

runs a coat hanger company and Barbara
seeks "therapy" from several analysts. The
Whiteman's have a son who is "confused"
about his true identity and a daughter
(Tracey Nelson) in college (who doesn't know
what she wants out of life). The Whitemans
lead your typical Beverly Hills existence until
one day Jerry, a bum down on his luck,
decides to end it all in the Whiteman's pool.
Luckily for Jerry, Dave saves him from
drowning, and Jerry becomes a reluctant
-

"houseguest,"

forever changing the
Whiteman's lives. What follows is, although
at times predictable, extremely funny.
Adding more laughs are Little Richard as
the Whiteman's neighbor and Mike the Dog
(in a memorable film debut). Dreyfuss,
Midler and Nolte all give great performances
in roles which seem like they were written
specifically for them. And we mustn't forget
Tracey Nelson, who adds that "special" touch
to a truly great film. Brian Theil
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Tug-of-Wa- r'
By Dairy

I

SPORTS"
game ends in loss for men's lacrosse team
They are a very good team and were able to
get the goals in the end."

Shankle

was played out in
A classic
Indiana on Saturday, between the men's
lacrosse teams from the University of Notre
Dame and Kenyon College. Heading into the
final period, the score was tied at ten. In the
end, however, the Fighting Irish had claimed
1
victory over the Lords.
a
"tug-of-wa-

APR.

r"

15-1-

"They didn't do anything different in the
last period than they did throughout the
game," comments Kenyon Head Coach Bill
Heiser. "We played with a lot of intensity the
entire game, and they went at their own pace.

Leading 10-- late in the third quarter, the
Lords were bombarded by seven straight
Irish goals.
Senior Doug Hazel opened the scoring early in the first period. Hazel, who "had an exceptional game" according to Heiser, ended
the day with five goals and three assists.
Notre Dame struck back with three straight
goals to lead,
At that point, Kenyon
made a five goal run of its own, tying the
by the end of the first period.
score at
They led 3 in the middle of the second
8

3-- 1.

3--

3

6--

16, 1987

quarter. However, the Fighting Irish tugged
back and scored three more goals before the
end of the half.
The Lords opened the second half very

The final statistics were as close
i
game itself. Each team produced 40 she
goal. Kenyon held a slight edge in fa;;
Notre Dame was three for e:r

strongly, scoring the first two goals. How0
ever, the Fighting Irish tied the score at
before the end of the third period, setting the
stage for their five goal run.

shot opportunities, while
Lords were three for nine. Kenyon'
gressiveness, though, showed in ground

10-1-

In

addition to Hazel, other Lords' scorers

included freshman Jim Johnson (three goals, one

Madden (one goal, one assist each), sophomore
Alex Hetherington (one goal), and sophomores
Richard Ginsburg and John Wallace (one assist
each).

15-1-

4.

extra-ma- n

as the Lords scooped up 19 more than
Dame's 42.
"Our midfield played very well, the;
trolled things," notes Heiser.
defensemen Chris Jelliffe and Peter Sa:
were outstanding."
The Lords, now
played two s.
earlier this week.
0--

3,

Baseball handles Otterbein, then succumbs to OWU in doubleheader
7,

2-1-

1-

7--

5

-5

2

Rosen-berge-

6--

3.

5--

0.

Lady ruggers crush beasts
By Shannon

Hewitt and Ann Cunningham

Competition was fierce on the Women's
Rugby field this past Saturday as the Kenyon
Women Ruggers did battle with Denison's
Female Beasts. The first half of this season's
opener was scoreless, although each team put
forth valiant efforts. Denison's ruggers were
a force to be reckoned with; nonetheless, .
Kenyon maintained an impenetrable defense
d
by Ann Cunningham's brilliant
k
of an extremely crucial punt (by
Denison), and fine tackling by Shannon
Hewitt and overall excellent play by Carolyn
Krahnke, Claire Brassert, Andi Moore, and
Shelly Oprinski.
However, the best was yet to come. The sec
high-lighteface-bloc-

ond half opened with rugby goddess Connie
Connick scoring the first try of the game. But
victory was short lived; Denison soon
retaliated scoring a mediocre try. The game
continued, filled with blood, carnage, bruises
and suffering, yet the game ended in a tie.
After the game, both teams rendered their
e
beer
strongest efforts at the
brawlbarbeque, during which the club president, Jennifer Pearce demonstrated the proper way to run a bat race. The Women Ruggers would like to thank Professor Wright for
his skill and tolerance as referee, and the
loyal spectators who stayed for the entire
game. The Women have their next home
stand on Saturday, May 2, at noon in the Second Annual Kenyon Cup Tournament.
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Joe D'Addario's double, and both runners
scored on pinch hitter Mark Remley's double. Keller closed out the scoring with a
single, driving in Remley, and the game ended with the Bishops winning,
"The real difference in both games was the
fact that they scored first each time, and we
found ourselves trying to come back," says
Kindbom. "I think things would have been
different if we had scored first."
In the first game on Sunday, Kenyon
managed to stay with the Bishops untiil the
final inning when Ohio Wesleyan got three
Dave Adams went
runs to put it away,
the whole way for the Lords, giving up nine
earned runs on II hits and four walks, with
three strikeouts. Offensively, Wasson had
two hits, as did Rich Martin. Dean Rader had
one hit and two RBI.
7--

9-- 4.

3.

The second game was worse, as it;
hops scored early and often, cap:;
on an embarrassing eight Kenyon
1
victory. The Lords s.
an
their only run in the final inning whenH
singled, Bruce Szabo then pinch ran.
moved to second on a single by ;
Szabo advanced to third on a fielders;''
and scored on Rader's ground ball
pitcher. Kevin Martin took the
error-gettin-

g

11--

;

"The kids are playing as hard as t:
and it is frustrating that we are not w :
added Kindbom. "We are just going
working at it."
This week's action has Kenyon tra. ;
the College of Wooster on Saturday
day for two duble headers, and then
ing home for Wednesday's doubi
with Earlham College starting at 2:00:
.

:

a-

-.

Lords and Ladies of the Week
Women's Lacrosse:
Offense: Hilary Fordyce tallied 16 goals in four games to lead the Ladies'

at;.;.

Defense: Ann Charlton has been playing good denial defense and coming
important interceptions to solidify Kenyon's defensive efforts.

tip

Men's Lacrosse:
Offense: Doug Hazel figured in eight of the team's eleven goals against Notre Dr
last weekend, scoring five goals and adding three assists.
Defense: Pete Sandborn had a stellar defensive performance and played
strumental role in the team's ability to clear the ball this weekend.

as

post-gam-

TravelllgLStore
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
'TOURS
CRUISES
'AAATRAK

pitcher Stanson, as Dave Repasky punched a
pinch hit single to left. He moved to third on

I-Keny-

a big win at Otterbein College, 10-Wednesday,
the Kenyon College baseball
on
team returned to its losing ways, dropping
four games to Ohio Wesleyan University in
two doubleheaders played this weekend at
Kenyon. The Lords now stand at
in the conference.
overall, and
On Wednesday at Otterbein, Kenyon was
able to do something that they have had trouble doing this year getting out to an early
lead. Kenyon got two runs in the second inning, the big hit being Tim Keller's one-ou- t
single to drive in both runs. Then in the third,
the Lords got five more runs, incredibly on
one hit, three walks, two sacrifices, and two
errors. Still, going into the fifth they held a
lead. Otterbein got one run in the fifth,
but Kenyon came back with two in the top of
the sixth to put the game away. The other run
for the Lords. came in the ninth inning when
Chris Wasson hit a home run with the bases
empty. Keller pitched the first three innings
giving up two unearned runs on two hits, and
r
two walks, with two strikeouts. Matt
worked the middle three innings giving
up four earned runs and getting the win, and
Kevin Martin finished up, and got his second
save of the year.
"We played a good game. They are an ex

After

cellent team, and the only way we could have
beaten them was to play our best," said Kenyon Head Coach Larry Kindbom.
Saturday, the Lords never really had a
chance in either game as Ohio Wesleyan was
able to jump out to early leads, and then held
on to win. In the first game, Kenyon starter
Keller had an unusually rough outing, giving
up six runs, five earned, on six hits including
two homeruns that were helped by the wind.
Jon Wright came on and pitched three shutout innings, before giving way to Kevin Martin in the seventh, who also did not allow a
run. Mye went the distance for the Bishops,
giving up a run in the fourth, and two more
in the fifth, making the final score,
"This was uncharacteristic for Tim," says
Kindbom. "He is usually very consistent, but
he was unlucky on those home runs because
of the wind, and we were a bit sloppy in the
field today."
The second game was a virtual repeat of
the lirst, as the Bishops scored early, getting
two in the first off Kenyon starter Rosenber-ge- r
In the third, Ohio Wesleyan struck for
three more, and the Bishops led,
Kosenberger gave up another run in the fifth,
before yielding to Bruce Szabo who pitched
the last two innings, giving up one run on
three hits and two walks. The Lords got all
their offense in the seventh inning off winning

on.

By Ben Strauss

carry-ou-

t

Gyros Greek Salads
Souvlaki Dinners
Greek Pastries

f'

haZ? bi'screi'n

TV wuli a VCR. Students
who would like to show
their own movies should
call George at 397-994- 0
after 8 p.m.

available

Women's Tennis:
The whole team receives the award this week. The Ladies have won all of t
matches after spring break by the score of
They also defended their title at:
GLCA tournament in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
9--

0.

Men's Tennis:
Steve Ozcomert is honored this week for his big wins against the
University of Toledo and Findlay College

1

players from:

Women's Track:
Mama Humes had an outstanding effort
four relays.

in last weekend's

relays, participating

Men's Track:
Jeff Katowitz broke the Kenyon College javelin record on his way to receiving il
week's award. Kacowicz broke the record of 178 feet, which was set 61 years a?'1
1926, with a throw of 187 feet, 7 inches.

SPORTS"
adies' lacross drops opener to OWU, wins next four
APR.

16, 1987
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By Michael Pierce

senior Hilary Fordyce and senior Cynthia
Lawrence, the offense is able to "score at a
drop of a hat," according to Brainard, "I feel
sorry for the opposing goalies."

strong defense and an offense
"score at the drop of a hat," the
n's lacrosse team extended
its winning
to four games. After a tough season-M- s
loss to the Battling Bishops of Ohio
;van early last week, the Ladies bounced
and defeated Witienerg, Wooster, Ball
and Oberlin.
jiuring a
;an

A

,1

,

:

V.f
SI
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win over Ball St. was the
;hi of the week. Having never before
;;ed Ball St., the Ladies were trailing 2
:end of the first period. In the first half,
coach Mary Brainard,
jing to first-yewell and the
defense was not switching
::ion game was not being well executed.
arday's

Of the defeat to OWU, Brainard says that,
"We had a bad game. That is a team that we
can bet. We just were not executing well."
Brainard is optimistic about the Ladies'
season. "We have the talent to go to the Na-

1

1

12-- 7

'

"N

V

5--

!

ecomeback, says Brainard, was led by a
:K playing extremely well. They were
ng the pass." Brainard went on to cite
jers senior
Janet Wilson, junior
:ie Densen, sophomore Ann Charlton,
Wendy Stetson, and junior goalie
Movies for their fine second half play.

J

Hilary hOrtlyce allt'iiitis a shot on the goal in a recent game.
The offense exploded in the second half
against Ball St. scoring 10 goals. "The attack
moved well together. They made the appro- -

Wasson.

to
loss

the

hey

for

Lords' tennis wallops Wittenberg
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By Susie Brown
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The Kenyon men's tennis team continued
its success last week, defeating Wittenberg,
Findlay College, and Oberlin to up its record
to
The Lords beat Wittenberg handily by
According to Coach Scott
the score of
Thielke, "This is the first time Kenyon has
beaten Wittenberg since 1982." The only
posiproblems the Lords had were at the
tions, with Steve Ozcomert losing in three
n
singles, and the Bob Zabel-Fresets at
doubles. The rest of the
duo losing at
Lords' scores were not close. Winning for
Kenyon were Zabel at 2 singles; Tim Staley
at 3 singles; Mike Sanders at 4 singles; For-do- n
at 5 singles; Jeremy Caslin at 6 singles;
Staley and Ozcomert at 2 doubles; and
3
Sanders
and Adam Wadsworth at
doubles. The win against Wittenberg is a
good win for the Lords in this season of setting new traditions.
On Friday, the Lords played well for
visiting parents when they mercilessly beat
foe, Findlay College's team.
The Lords' only defeat was a default at 2
7--
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For-do-

On Saturday, the Lords took on the
Yeomen from Oberlin at the Wertheimer
Field House. The Lords had a definite advantage due to their playing experience on the extremely fast courts in the field house, and
they used that advantage to its fullest extent.
Remarks
The Lords humiliated Oberlin,
Thielke, "The Lords obviously have turned
their tennis program around. In 1985,
In 1986, Kenyon
Oberlin beat Kenyon,
In 1987, Kenyon wins,
beat Oberlin,
Thielke was pleased with the play of his
team, and says, "Strong matches were played
by Steve Ozcomert, Bob Zabel, Tim Staley,
and Mike Saunders. There were five three set
matches, and Kenyon won all of them." The
Lords took on Mount Vernon Nazarene College on Tuesday. They travel to Denison for
the GLCA tournament this weekend in their
quest for yet more victories.
9--
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singles. Ozcomert had a fine win at
singles
in three sets. Says Thielke, "Steve had a very
big win against Findlay against a guy named
Bob Cook. Cook was 14-and this was his
first loss ever." Cook is a freshman.
1

7-- 2.
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'inning."

priate cuts It was a very pretty game,
states Brainard.
Led by attackers junior Jessica Brown,

Today the Ladies play Earlham. Saturday
they take on Ohio State and Allegheny. In
one of the most important games of the
season, the Ladies take on the Big Red of
Denison next Tuesday.

:

s choice
1

and

starter.

?r

and

just a matter of putting it
continuing to execute."
Brainard sees as one of the teams' strong
points is its ability to "correct mistakes quickIt is

ly." If someone makes a mistake they will
learn from it. Another of the teams' strengths
according to Brainard is the fact that "we
have two very talented goalies." Aside from
Moyles, freshman Cathie Herrick has been a

ar

'an,

tionals.
together

Jl

Three Gasolines: Super Cetron, Cetron, Octron
Nitrex MPG Motor Oil
Atlas Tires
Atlas Batteries

LSOHIOJ

Campus oSohio
1

Servicing Domestic and Foreign Vehicles
0
101 Brooklyn St., Gambier
427-331-

The

Lords and Ladies' track teams hosted six schools

for the

Kenyon Relays last

'tekend. Several individuals turned in stellar performances. Freshman Jeff Katowitz's
record. The previous
iwlin throw of 187 feet, 7 inches broke the team's longest-hel- d
'fcord of 1 78 feet was set in 1926. Junior Mark Speer won the high jump and placed sec-'"idi- n

d
the high hurdles. Senior Charles Cowap also won the steeplechase for the
year in a row.
for the Ladies, sophomore Stasha Wyskiel won the javelin throw, and senior Marcia
Humes put in an "outstanding performance" in four relays according to Coach Pete
Peterson. "All in all, it was a good meet," says Peterson. "We were happy with the
'Kults. "
sec-'m-

337

Bestsellers

We've put together a catalog of
bestselling Government publications.
Send for your free copy.

New Catalog
3700. Washington,

D.C. 20013

10728 Kenyon Road
Rl. 308
P.O. Box 54
Gambier; Ohio 43022

Give a hoot.

427-287- 6

Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

Bed and Breakfast Guest House

m

or

427-330- 0

Marie Dnlaney. Owner

Flowers and gifts for all occasions
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Joan Fannin
ARA bids farewell to
students

as well. She was especially fond
of the athletes and always attended the football games. Apparently, she would get on the
coaches if their athletes weren't eating right.
Thus, her nickname is "Mom" to all the

"She was one of the best managers." This is
the most frequently used description of Betty
Joan Fannin who retired as manager for
ARA food service on March 31.
After nearly 26 years of hard work and
dedication, Fannin retired for health reasons. She came to Kenyon in the early 60s
starting in the Shoppes and moving her way
up the ranks. She became a cook in the kitchen, and was promoted to production supervisor under SAGA food services almost
12 years ago. In 1980, she became manager
and remained so until her retirement last
week. She moved from Peirce dining hall to
Gund in 1982. Her fellow employees, known
as the Gund Gang, described her as taking
great pride in her work, making sure the food
was just right for the students. It was normal
for her to put in at least 75 hours of work a
week. She would go "all out" on theme meals
and would use her own expenses for most of
the decorations in the dining hall.
Not only was Fannin concerned with her
work, but she took great involvement with

Fee increase

athletes that know her.
"She was great to work for and
the Gund Gang who are saddened
departure. They were sorry to see
they wish her all the best in

with," says
about her

her go, but
"her
retirement." Fortunately, Fannin
will be back to help with special functions at
Kenyon and you will most likely see her
rooting for the Lords at the football games.
well-deserv-

ed

changes
Admissions
pave
one

continued from
a

According

to
a
"very
good job, particularly in developing and
establishing a recognition of Kenyon in two
geographical areas: the Southwest and internationally." In losing Straus, Kenyon is losing a person with "a keen, personal interest in
students and a strong dedication to Kenyon.
We will be sorry to see him go." Anderson
non-education-

field.

al

Anderson,

Straus

did

comments.
McGarry also wants to return to his home
He says that his future plans include playing for the Chicago Cubs because if
"he didn't go for it now, he'd always
wonder," but he admits he will probably go
into advertising. Of McGarry, Anderson
remarks, "He contributed a lot to the staf- f- a
great job and good spirit." Anderson further
explains McGarry's responsibility for the Student Advisory Group on Admissions (SAGA)
and substantial input in the tour guide system.
McGarry, in describing his Kenyon expersuccess of
ience says, "The tremendous
the Admissions Office these past few years I
think can be contributed to the wonderful
people who worked with me . . . I'll always
remember my days as a student and in the Admissions Office at Kenyon with great fondI now know how beautiful Gambier
ness
in Chicago.

continued from iwve one
education and a "rise in academic programs"
at Kenyon.
In comparison to 42 of its peer colleges
nationwide, Kenyon falls around the middle
in percentage increases this year. Kenyon's
ranking is lower than it has been in previous
years.
Jordan also claims that the amount of
financial aid will increase next year. In
1980-8Kenyon gave financial aid to 22 of
31
of Kenyon
the students. In 1985-8students received aid from Kenyon. With
funds from the Campaign for Kenyon, Jordan hopes to be able to reduce the tuition
dependency of the College, and increase
financial aid. Currently, Kenyon is 81.6
1,

6,

...

tuition dependent.

is

before noon."

i

The
The
The
The
The

The
The

The

-

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The D. Morgan Smith Award -- Rob Ix
The Humanitarian Award -J- amie Norton, Lisa Patton
The E. Malcolm Anderson Cu- p- James Sokol

-

'Crossfire'
pane one

continued from
isn't to say that Braden and Novak overlooked
nuance entirely; in fact, it is clear that they
both have incredible command of situations
and subtleties. But in the public forum, the
Gambier audience was exposed merely to the
endpoint of their thoughts, without being
privvy to the process by which they were

created.
Perhaps the clearest point made in the
evening was the significant idelogical delinia-tio- n
uncovered by Moon's question. He asked
if the U.S. and U.S.S.R. were simply two
world powers vying for position or if there
was a real moral difference between them.
The answers, while not surprising, give a clue
to the logic that informs jnany of the other
points made.
According to Braden, the U.S. and U.S.S.R.
are merely "two sides of the same coin," two
superpowers whose primary objectives are
the hindering of each other's interests.
Novak, on the other hand, sees that
as "liberal thinking at its worst." He agrees
with President Reagan's characterization of
the Soviet Union as "the Evil Empire," and

continued from pu:e three
meeting w ith the Board of Trustees next year
would concern the problem of Kenyon's
cultural diversity. This, however, will depend
on how well this year's meeting is received.

.

1

v

II

Kessler explains that a meeting between
students and Board members is "very rare"
and that he has "no knowledge of any such
meeting in the past." "Students must realize,"
he says, "that Trustee decisions are not made
outside student and faculty knowledge. They
are not made in a vacuum."

in
m cnu(,$

I

George Gund Award -- Lilly Goren, Melissa Miller
Academy of American Poetry Prize -- Saskia Hamilton
Muriel C. Bradbrook Prize -- Guy Holmes, Scort Bennington, John Clarke
Robert Frost Poetry Prize -- Allison Joseph
George B. Ogden Prize -- Saskia Hamilton
Propper Prize for Poetry -- Fred Richardson
Ah!
Ryerson Prize in Painting-Pu- tty
Paul Newman Trophy Chris Eigeman
Joanne Woodward Trophy -- Susan Walker
Ash ford Memorial Award for Excellence in Dramatics -- Stephen McCoy
Walter
James E. Michael Prize in Playwriting-Aar- yo
Kinsey
Victoria
Prize
Dance
Senior Athlete of the Year Awards -- Patty Abl, Dan Waldeck
Jess Willard Falkenstine Award -- Dan Waldeck and Beth Welly
and Kim Straus
William A. Long Memorial Award-Ali- ce

Open meeting

Tm
s

16, 1987

Honors Day Convocation

the

By Sonya Dudgeon

APR.

submits that the battle is one of the "for;;
religion against the forces of
asked if that meant he'd suppor
Ayatollah Khomeni. "Against the So
yes," was Novak's reply.
In light of these divergent percepiic-thSoviet Union, the rationale behind N:
and Braden's dichotomous views be.:
clearer. If one agrees with Novak, it
that the end of stopping Communisrr.
justify any means pursued by the I
towards that goal. If, on the other hard,
shares Braden's view of the moral ec.
ence of the superpowers, then internal:
consistency is likely to be the yards:.'
commur,',-Brade-

n

e

which policy decisions are measured.
If nothing else is said about Sunder
ing's main event, it must be noted iha:
stimulated more animated discussion
most other presentations this year.

:

.:

Senior art show
continued from page four
in the

painting are lightened, and

the

seems more ethereal.

Another of Abt's acrylics, yoke CL
the Minstrel reminds me of very earl;
drian work when he began experirrr
with grid paintings. Like Mondrian, A:
plores yet another way of solving y
problems through abstraction.
The third artist in the show, Kate K;r
displayed her Crowded Isolation &!
Kenyon, color is almost everything. B;
taposing dark and vibrant colors, she cr.
the illusion of depth and perspective k
viewer. But, beyond the realm of the
so much can be said about Kenyon's r
ings. Many offbeat bright color.
form which'
repeated use of a star-lik- e
yon has called her "little happy guy,"
tV

a"-bol-

rr

Bennett
continued I mm ihwc three
schools, he avoided the divisive issue of birth
control distribution. He said simply that the
decision to teach sex education in public
schools "is a local matter . . . the Department of Education's job is to provide the
right information." Bennett also noted that
"if you have a sex education course, you've
got to talk about AIDS."

strategically

placed

d,

geometrical

amorphous forms all make for fun art.'
yon's paintings just put you in agoodrr
Kenyon calls these works Crowded I
lion Series because while her color sd
hallow the shapes to stand out as
elements, her placement c
those elements, creating a kind of
undulating whole.
indepcr-isolate-

Village Market

Bennett is obviously a gregarious politician

SET

(though he insists he is rather "an educator")
and an accomplished orator. In his Student
Lectureship-sponsoreappearance in Gamd

bier last week, he gave a fine, if surprisingly
uncharacteristic, example of a man walking
the middle path.

427-280-

Open
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a.m. to
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Saturday
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